Calculator Policy for MATH Exams 2016/17

In all exams for MATH modules only previously approved basic scientific calculators may be used. Only calculators with a special approval sticker issued by the School of Mathematics are allowed to be used in MATH exams. Calculators not carrying an approval sticker by the School of Mathematics will be removed by the invigilator and no replacement will be provided.

Standard models which will be approved are
- Casio fx-83, fx-85, fx-350 series
- Sharp EL-531 series

If you are planning to use your calculator in a MATH exam and your calculator does not have an approval sticker issued by the School of Mathematics you need to take your calculator to the Maths Taught Student Office.

Students need to ensure in good time before the exam that their calculator has an approval sticker.

For some Mathematics examinations calculators are not allowed at all. In such cases lecturers will make students aware of this. In other subjects the rules may be different. For coursework you may use any type of calculator you like, unless you are told otherwise.